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BOOK REVIEWS 
, THE PRAIRIEi Weaver and Fitzpatrick' have continued the series of studies on the 
Prairie. The present contribution deals with the biotic content and rela­
tions. The study is dynamic throughou t. The reader not only feels tbe 
immensity, but also the vital struggles of the plants both with each other 
and with the climatic and other environmental factors. Distribution 
studies, root competition, stem coverage, soil, evaporation, moisture, 
climatic conditions, ecological associations, growth habits of individual 
species are studied in great detail and give the reader such a dynamic 
viewpoint as to make him feel the life throbs oj this vast American area. 
Of the plants listed as characteristic of the prairie, one is struck with the 
high percentage which occurs to greater or less extent outside the natural 
prairie area, indicating at once the adaptation possible in some species 
and the degree to which prairie conditions are found outside the usually 
recognized area. This study has rendered a rea.l scientific service to stu­
dents of ecology and plant geography.-RAY C. FHlESNER. 
ORNAMENTAL PLANTS 
Dr. Stout" in his"Daylilies" has performed a most useful service to 
both the technical botanist and the ornamental gardener. For the tech­
nical botanist there is given a detailed description with an analytical key 
and an account of the distribution of the species within the genus. For 
the gardener and horticulturist there are given, in a.ddition to the above, 
the horticultural clons, together with their evaluation, the uses, culture . 
.~ 
care and propagation of daylilies. Thirty-six excellent plates are included. 
HIGH SCHOOL METHODS 
It would seem that Dr. Hunter's latest book'. "Science Teaching," is 
the final result of his long series of others. He has aHempted to bring to­
gether and properly evaluate the newer methods and results of research 
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in science teaching in secondary schools. To the teacher earnestly at­
tempting to apply the more recent findings in education to teaching 
methods in science, this book presents a valuable aid. 
In Hunter and Knapp's' Mastery Tests in General Science and Hunter 
and Kitch's' Mastery Tests in Biology, we have four series of valuable 
aids to both learning and teaching. Their primary aim is to stimulate 
careful reading and accurate thinking. In our opinion these tests meet 
the most fundamental objection we have had to published tests generally; 
i. e., they measure more than mere factual content; they not only stimu­
late the pupil to straight thinking, but also measure the quality of thought. 
Two sets, viz., Set x and Set y, are offered in each of the above fields. They 
are recommended to every teacher of these subjects in the secondary 
schools.-RAY C. FRIESNER. 
-iHUNTER. GEORCI~ \V .. and Roy /\. KNAPP. Mastery tests in general science. SrI:.- x 3nd y. New 
York: AmeriCRn !look Co. 1934. 
(il{UNIER, Gf,ORCf: W'" and LORAN '-"'. KnCI-I. Mastery tesl~ in bioloJ::)'. Sets x and y. New York: 
American Book Co. 1934. 
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